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Abstract The need to leverage knowledge through data mining has driven
enterprises in a demand for more data. However, there is a gap between the
availability of data and the application of extracted knowledge for improving
decision support. In fact, more data does not necessarily imply better predic-
tive data-driven marketing models, since it is often the case that the problem
domain requires a deeper characterization. Aiming at such characterization,
we propose a framework drawn on three feature selection strategies, where the
goal is to unveil novel features that can effectively increase the value of data
by providing a richer characterization of the problem domain. Such strategies
involve encompassing context (e.g., social and economic variables), evaluating
past history, and disaggregate the main problem into smaller but interesting
sub-problems. The framework is evaluated through an empirical analysis for
a real bank telemarketing application, with the results proving the benefits of
such approach, as the area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic curve
increased with each stage, improving previous model in terms of predictive
performance.
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1 Introduction

In a world capable of generating exponential amounts of data, the term big
data has become a common denominator for every enterprise in every indus-
try. Such issue has been also a subject of debate in the scientific community
in the past few years, generating a large research effort in both theory and
practice [1]. When companies are able to overcome the initial stage of acquir-
ing large size and high performance although somewhat still expensive data
store solutions, they find themselves grappling with large amounts of data and
struggling for taking real advantage of data [2, 3]. The next stage represents
the current challenge for most companies, which basically is the extraction
of valuable knowledge from data for effectively leveraging business decision
support, whether in the form of understandable reports for explaining past
events, or by translating insightful data-driven predictions into decisions that
can feed operational systems. Interestingly, the later form has been foreseen
by Bucklin et al. [4] in what the authors denominated as marketing decision
automation systems. Wang [5] defines this stage as the move toward analytic
intelligence, where advanced artificial intelligence, machine learning and data
mining techniques are incorporated in decision support systems for taking the
most advantage from data. In fact, data mining had a profound impact in
selecting the best clients to contact, thus changing the paradigm of marketing
[6, 7].

Data-driven analytical approaches are typically comprised of a knowledge
discovery solution including steps such as business and data analysis, data
mining on a pre-prepared dataset, and validation of results, whereas such pro-
cess may be fed with recent results for providing adaptation to a changing
reality, in a continuous cycle [8]. Nevertheless, successfully finding hidden pat-
terns requires that the features characterizing each event conceal relations with
the problem addressed, more specifically, with the modeled outcome features.
With the advent of big data, a large number of features are usually available for
modeling. Often, learning algorithms cannot by themselves straightforwardly
disentangle useful data attributes (also known as features or variables) from ir-
relevant ones, particularly when there is a very large number of attributes that
can potentially be used. Instead, algorithms will make a precious effort in find-
ing relations between input features and the outcome to model, before finally
realizing a large portion of the features are useless. Since computational time
and memory requirements typically increase exponentially with the number of
variables, pruning the number of input variables to a manageable number of
them is mandatory. Such issue led to the emergence of an increasingly relevant
branch in machine learning known as feature selection [9].

Feature selection and engineering is particularly relevant for database mar-
keting problems [10, 11]. The creativity associated with marketing manage-
ment implies that a vast number of characterizing features may influence a
given problem, posing the difficult challenge of discovering them. Generic con-
text features are known to be of high value for modeling problems through
data mining. As an example, the research of Saarenpaa et al. [12] takes ad-
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vantage of generic demographic indicators for distribution network planning.
Moreover, associating context features that may potentially affect an instance
of a problem has been shown to be highly beneficial for spatiotemporal prob-
lems [13]. The same study associates situational events for affecting the out-
come of association rules. Contextual features may also be used as inputs for
feeding continuously a model, as shown by our previous work [14], which pio-
neered the introduction of social and economic context features for improving
the prediction of telemarketing contacts. Usually, real problems addressed by
data mining applications encompass a temporal dimension, as the instances
of the problem are occurring in different moments in time. This type of prob-
lems are typically influenced by their historic past events, as it happens in
stock exchange markets [15], in retail sales [16], in fraud detection [17], and
in marketing campaigns [18]. Traditionally, history information has been used
for the marketing and sales domains in the form of the RFM (Recency, Fre-
quency, Monetary) indicators [19]. However, other historic features specific of a
problem can be incorporated for improving model performance, encompassing
metrics for measuring customer lifetime value (LTV) [20].

It often occurs that a problem being studied is vast in its complexity,
with a wide range of features influencing it in numerous ways. Data mining
applications use techniques for reducing such complexity. For example, the
decision tree modeling is a perfect example where this feature reduction often
occurs [21]. Yet, few articles have conducted research on automated approaches
for dividing the problem in smaller and more manageable sub-problems to
reduce the feature selection search space [22]. Within our knowledge, there has
been no such study that uses a mixed approach that combines domain expert
knowledge with automated data mining techniques. The majority of research
studies on feature selection focus on finding the smallest feature subset from
the original set of features given a certain generalization error, while making
an effort for optimizing model performance [23]. Few studies have looked at the
problem of generalizing methods for extending the boundaries of the feature
set beyond the original dataset that is being explored for predictive analytics
purposes. Even when a large number of features are available, often happens
the case that several relevant features are missing, mainly because a real world
problem is affected by a myriad of variables with intrinsic relations between
each other and the problem.

In this article, a framework is proposed for enriching datasets used for
data mining procedures by unveiling previously unforeseen features that in-
crease the value of the original dataset in terms of modeling performance.
For validation purposes, a problem of selling long-term bank deposits through
telemarketing campaigns is addressed. The results show a consistent increase
in model performance, acclaiming the benefits of the suggested framework.
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2 Proposed Framework and Method

The design of the experiments that ultimately led to the framework here pre-
sented focused mainly in adding value to data for data mining applications,
considering data is the key ingredient for any successful data-driven project.
Starting with a typical dataset for any given problem to address with a data
mining approach, the emphasis is on finding previously undiscovered features
that can add value to the data, and at the same time to reduce the number of
features to a smaller and more manageable number for allowing computation-
ally feasible models considering a reasonable amount of time and memory. For
a proper validation of the proposed framework, some of the newly proposed
features should arise in terms of feature relevance when compared to the re-
maining features while at the same time the model conceived must excel the
performance of the baseline model without the new features. The framework
designed is based on three simple but highly relevant strategies:

• Include context features;
• Evaluate past history;
• Divide and conquer strategy.

Figure 1 displays the schematic flow for finding novel features, materialized
in the proposed framework. Traditional data mining projects encompass a pre-
modeling stage for evaluating from the available features which are the ones
that may have an impact on the problem being modeled, in a process named
feature selection. The main goal of the framework presented is to extend this
problem features list by adding new features for improving the prediction
performance of a model based on this enriched list of features. Furthermore,
some of the added features should have played a significant role in training
the model. Thus another goal is to extract the relevance of some of the added
features for assessing its impact.

The three strategies listed above are represented in rectangle boxes in the
schematic framework. Any typical data mining problem starts with a list of
features which characterize the problem, represented by series of occurrences
for building the model. Then, the model is evaluated in terms of its predictive
performance. The first strategy consists in assessing the context surrounding
and likely affecting the problem through a domain expert. This leads to a
list of newly proposed features related to problem context for enriching the
initial dataset. Then, a feature reduction procedure takes place using a semi-
automated method based on domain expertize and a sensitivity analysis (SA)
for assessing feature relevance.

The SA measures the effect that changing the input features through their
range of possible values has on the outcome of a model. Such analysis uses
a pure black-box use of the data-driven models. It is based on a set sensitiv-
ity samples that are used to query the fitted models and obtain sensitivity
responses. Thus, the SA approach is completely independent on the model
representation and learning algorithm and it can virtually be applied to any
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Fig. 1 Framework for finding new features

supervised learning method, including complex “black-box” models, such as
neural networks and support vector machines.
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The simplest SA method is termed one-dimensional SA (1D-SA). First, a
baseline vector is defined with some input reference values, such as average,
median or mode. Then, for each feature, L input samples are created by us-
ing all baseline values except the feature values, which are varied through its
range with L levels [24]. The computational effort is given by O(M ×L× P ),
where M denotes the total number of features and P the effort of the predict
function used to build one data-driven model response. 1D-SA can only mea-
sure individual input effects and not their interactions, thus, other SA variants
were proposed. The global SA (GSA) is the most complete method and uses
a set of M input features that simultaneously vary with L levels [25]. GSA
is computationally demanding, presenting a complexity of O(LM × P ). More
recently proposed [26], the data-based SA (DSA) uses Ns samples randomly
selected from the training set instead of the one input baseline vector adopted
by 1D-SA. Also in [26], several metrics, such as variance, gradient and a newly
proposed average absolute deviation were tested for computing input relevance
associated with from a set of sensitivity inputs and their respective model re-
sponses. The computational effort of DSA is much reasonable when compared
with GSA: O(M ×L×Ns×P ), since typically M ×L×Ns � LM . Moreover,
DSA is capable of measuring input interactions with a performance that is
similar to GSA. Taking into account these advantages, DSA was adopted in
this work for all experiments. In particular, we adopted the recommendations
of [26], which included using the average absolute deviation as the metric
for computing input relevance. It should be further noted that the feature
reduction procedure thrusts on both expert knowledge and DSA to discard
irrelevant features. In this work, such approach has led to an increase in the
models performance.

The enriched list of features resulted from the strategy is then used for
building a model with two goals: first, assess predictive performance through
the same metrics used for the model with the initial features; then, to obtain
a list of the relevance of each of the features used for modeling. The strategy
is considered successful in enriching the dataset if the new model outperforms
the initial model and if one or more of the newly proposed features are highly
ranked in terms of their input relevance. The second strategy starts with the
previously enriched dataset with context features. Then, the focuses turn on
analyzing the actual dataset using domain knowledge to evaluate any history
information that may be extracted based on related occurrences. Using feature
engineering, novel features can be designed based on the existent features of
past occurrences. These features are then evaluated through a forward selec-
tion process that adds groups of related features to the previous list, assessing
its impact through domain expert knowledge and the data based sensitivity
analysis. The new enriched list of features is then evaluated through model-
ing, for measuring its impact in predictive performance and the relevance of
the newly proposed features, in a procedure similar to the one of the previ-
ous strategy. Finally, the third strategy proposes to evaluate among the most
relevant features in terms of DSA, which is the best candidate for splitting
the problem in smaller sub-problems. Then, a domain expert decides on the
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feature to use for proceeding with the split. The domain expertize is again
in demand for re-evaluating the sub-problem in terms of the features which
better characterize this new problem. A feature reduction procedure using do-
main knowledge and DSA, similar to the one used in the first strategy helps to
reduce the list of features to a manageable number. An evaluation approach
similar to the previous strategies measures the degree of success of this strat-
egy. The framework modular design (Figure 1) helps to contain each specific
strategy in independent modules, meaning that each of them may indepen-
dently be tested on any problem domain for assessing the impact on such
modeling, also guaranteeing that the framework is extensible to other strate-
gies to add features for enriching the initial dataset. Nevertheless, each of the
proposed strategies uses similar techniques such as the irreplaceable domain
expert knowledge, complemented with the automated DSA feature relevance
evaluation.

3 Problem Description

The problem of selecting the best customers for targeting with promotional
offers from an initial database is a complex task. Nevertheless, such problem is
typical in the marketing domain. For the experiments presented, a bank tele-
marketing dataset is adopted, consisting of several telemarketing campaigns
executed from May 2008 to June 2013, in a total of 52,944 phone contacts
characterized by 119 features. These features encompass two different sources:
(1) campaign reports, including features such as call direction (outbound or
inbound) and agent gender; and (2) customer related features such as the exis-
tence of account movement blocks and customer profile assessment regarding
assets, liabilities and risks. All of them were available for building the initial
dataset to conduct modeling. Each campaign offered a long-term deposit from
a Portuguese bank, with the result being a successful contact if the customer
subscribed the deposit. While a campaign may communicate the same or a
different deposit than previous campaigns, the characteristics of the deposit
type are incorporated in terms of features (e.g., interest rate offered, term pe-
riod) into the dataset. All calls are executed through human agents (i.e., no
automated calls are made), with a large fraction of the contacts being exe-
cuted in outbound, where the institution takes the initiative of contacting the
client, while the remaining are inbound calls where the client is calling for any
other reason and the agent gets an alert indicating the client is targeted for
the campaign, giving the choice to the agent of deciding or not to approach
the client for selling the deposit. A typical characteristic of targeting problems
is the low successful rate. Accordingly, for the case in analysis, the dataset
is unbalanced, as only 6,557 (12.38%) records are related with successes. The
interest for this case has been confirmed by the research community, consider-
ing part of this dataset was published in the University of California Machine
Learning Repository (http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/), with a high number of
page hits, above a hundred thousand.
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4 Results and Discussion

The bank telemarketing case study detailed in the previous section was chosen
for testing the results of applying the framework. As stated in previous sec-
tion, each of the three strategies is based on independent studies. As a result,
the empirical analyses for the first two strategies were described in the articles
of Moro et al. [14] and Moro et al. [27], while the third study relates to un-
published research. Thus, the emphasis of this paper is totally on the benefits
of the application of the proposed framework. Figure 2 shows the results in
three vertical layers, in the same disposition as the framework was presented
in Figure 1. On the left, the results are displayed in terms of proposed features.
First, a new set of suggested features related to that strategy are proposed,
adding to the remaining features (the ones provided in the initial dataset for
the first strategy or the features from the previously enriched dataset for the
following strategies). Next, a tuning procedure adapted for each strategy leads
to a reduced number of highly relevant features according to DSA, from which
some of the previously proposed are among the chosen ones (the number of
those is identified in the “Nr. new features included” box). In the middle layer,
the metrics achieved are displayed for evaluating performance capabilities. Fi-
nally, on the right layer, the most relevant features in the top ten most relevant
for the model built among those proposed in each strategy are shown, as well
as the position in the top ten ranking and the relevance in percentage.

While each experiment is exhaustively explained in the individual papers,
some details are highlighted. During the experiments for the first strategy for
building the models, four techniques implemented in the rminer package [28]
were tested:

• logistic regression;
• decision tree;
• support vector machine;
• ensemble of neural network.

Such comparison provided solid ground for choosing the technique that per-
forms best. For the case of the dataset described in Section 3, the neural
network clearly outperformed the remaining three techniques, as shown by
Moro et al. [14]. Given these results, the ensemble of neural networks was the
technique chosen for the remaining strategies.

The configuration adopted for the neural network was a multilayer percep-
tron with one hidden layer of H hidden nodes and one output node. A high
number of hidden nodes allows learning complex nonlinear relations. The H
hyperparameter sets the model learning complexity. A neural network with a
value of H = 0 is equivalent to the LR model, while a high H value allows the
neural network to learn complex nonlinear relationships. The i-th neuron (si)
for an input xk is calculated by:

si = f(wi,0 +
∑
j∈Pi

wi,j × sj) (1)
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Fig. 2 Framework applied to the bank telemarketing case study

where Pi represents the set of nodes reaching node i; f is the logistic func-
tion; wi,j denotes the weight of the connection between nodes j and i; and
s1 = xk,1, . . ., sM = xk,M . The final solution is dependent of the choice of
starting weights. Rminer addresses this problem by combining several trained
networks in an ensemble [29].
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For validating the models, a fixed rolling windows procedure was used
to predict the outcome of the more recent year of data, from July 2012 to
June 2013, including 1,293 contacts, to allow simulating a real execution of
an adaptive system that keeps updating itself with the latest outcomes. Three
metrics were used for measuring performance, as displayed in Figure 2:

• Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC);
• Area under the Lift cumulative curve (ALIFT);
• Selection of the 50% best clients, that is, the most likely subscribers of the

deposit, using the Lift cumulative curve middle point for the selection.

The receiver operating characteristic curve shows the performance of a two
class classifier across the range of possible threshold values, plotting one mi-
nus the specificity versus the sensitivity [30], while the Lift cumulative curve
is a popular measure of performance in marketing applications, providing an
order by dividing the dataset in ten fractions and including the most likely
subscribers in the top deciles [31]. Both metrics range from 0 to 1, with the
ideal model presenting metrics closer to 1. For measuring feature relevance,
the DSA was used for assessing feature impact on the model. For the exper-
iments in both the first and second strategies, the size of the sample was set
to 20,000 contacts, the same number used for training the model, and the
default for the rminer implementation of DSA (thus, Ns = 20, 000, which as-
sures a very robust estimation of input relevance). Nevertheless, other metrics
for measuring both performance and feature relevance could be used. For the
context features strategy, the hypothesis is that social and economic generic
characteristics have an effect on the clients’ decision to subscribe the deposits
being offered through telemarketing campaigns. Thus, 31 social and economic
features were proposed to the initial 119 features, resulting in a total of 150
features. The feature reduction procedure adopted included two stages: first,
human domain knowledge helped in defining fourteen hypotheses materialized
in fourteen groups of few features per group (e.g., the ”is gender relevant?”
hypothesis was characterized by three features, related with the gender of the
banking agent, client and client-agent difference, 0 if same sex; 1 else); then, an
automated feature reduction approach based on an adapted forward selection
method based on testing the impact on the model resulted in the selection of
the 22 features that maximized subscription performance, from which seven
of them were chosen among the newly proposed [32]. The model built on this
tuned feature set resulted in a high level of performance when compared to
the initial model, materialized in an increase of the AUC from 0.682 to 0.794,
an increase of the ALIFT from 0.604 to 0.672, and which can reach 78.9% of
successes by selecting the half most likely subscribers from the model, whereas
the initial model could only reach 66.4%. The influence of the new features
on the model is emphasized by verifying that five of them were among the
top ten most relevant for the model as shown on Figure 2. Most notably, the
generic euribor three month rate was considered the most relevant feature,
with a relevance of 17.1% for the model. Thus, for the bank telemarketing
case study, the first strategy proposed was a success. This comes as a result
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from the mixed approach of suggesting new features using both automated
feature relevance analysis through DSA and human domain knowledge. The
enriched list of 22 features is used as an input for the next strategy. The
history features strategy is based on a simple premise: information depth im-
plies that data needs to be worked on so that interesting characteristics of
the problem can be extracted from a dataset. Feature engineering procedures
may result in previously unforeseen relevant information in terms of modeling.
For marketing cases, where often attention is centered on customer interac-
tions, evaluating customer lifetime value provides an interesting approach for
extracting useful information that can be used for improving targeting mod-
els [33, 34]. Following this insight, eleven new history features were proposed,
including recency, frequency and monetary (RFM) indicators [35], and past
interactions in previous campaigns, such as if the client subscribed the product
in another campaign. These features were computed using only the five years of
data that were previously available. At the end of the feature selection process,
five of those new features were included, adding to the previous 22, leading
to a pruned feature set of 27. The model built increased the AUC from 0.794
to 0.861, the ALIFT from 0.672 to 0.704 and can now reach 82.7% successes
by selecting the half better customers, as opposed to 78.9% with the previous
model. Two of the five newly proposed and chosen features were among the
ten most relevant features: the result from the previous campaign for selling
a similar product was ranked in third place, and the frequency of previous
successes in fourth. The improvement has less impact than previous strategy,
although such result is achieved exclusively by a more in-depth analysis of the
same dataset for computing new features, without the need to include extra
information. Finally, the last proposed strategy focuses in dividing the initial
problem in smaller and more manageable sub-problems, in an attempt to op-
timize feature selection for a narrower problem. Previous most relevant five
features among the 27 were evaluated by a domain expert in bank telemar-
keting management, which led to the decision of splitting the problem and
corresponding dataset in outbound and inbound telemarketing. Since most of
the contacts were outbound (around 96% of them), the hypothesis is that pre-
vious features list was more representative of the outbound business. Thus, the
attention turned to inbound telemarketing, arguing that the low percentage
of inbound contacts (around 4%, in a total of just 1,915 of them) could have
been improperly characterized. Experiments in this strategy focused solely on
this reduced set of contacts, for addressing its specific characteristics. When
applying the DSA method, and in order to get a robust identification of input
relevance, we used 90% of the total inbound contacts, thus setting the num-
ber of selected data samples to Ns =1,724. The initial 119 features dataset
was re-explored by a domain expert for finding features that are specifically
relevant for inbound contacts, and propose such features in addiction to the
27 features used in previous strategy. Such procedure unveiled nine new inter-
esting features which were proposed, resulting in a total of 36. These features
characterized the new sub-problem. Next, a feature reduction procedure sim-
ilar to that of the first strategy identified just ten highly relevant features,
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from which three of them were among the nine initially proposed. The model
implemented on those ten features achieved an AUC of 0.888, as opposed to
0.862 from previous model, and an ALIFT of 0.864 (previous model reached
0.704). Nevertheless, the most impressive improvement is on the half better
classified customers, which include the total number of successful contacts.
From the three newly proposed features, two of them were amongst the three
most relevant for the model: the number of days passed since last inbound
contact for the same campaign, ranked second, and the previous outbound
attempts for the same campaign, in third. The results presented for the bank
telemarketing case study show the usefulness of the proposed framework, with
a clear impact on the prediction of customer behavior when targeted with
phone contacts for subscribing long-term deposits. Much of the success of the
framework was driven by a clear human domain knowledge that resulted in
interesting inputs that affected modeling, enhancing prediction performance.
Although the framework is drawn on the experiments of three specific strate-
gies, one of the most interesting aspects of the framework is its extensiveness.
In fact, Figure 1 underlines each of the strategies in closed boxes, meaning
that any number of iterations with other strategies could be included for find-
ing features that could potentially enrich the dataset in terms of modeling.
Also the evaluation of the impact of the new features found in each strategy is
quite simple, with measurements for prediction performance, and assessment
for the feature relevance to check if some of the chosen new features outstand
in terms of the impact on the model.

5 Conclusions

Data-driven research is conditioned to the available data. Even in this age of
big data, in a real-world environment often happens the case that the available
features for characterizing the addressed domain do not cover all aspects that
affect the problem domain. Such issue affects particularly marketing prob-
lems, where the creativity extends the boundaries of influential features to
an unforeseen level. To address this issue, a simple and effective framework
is proposed for enriching a dataset used for predictive data-driven modeling.
This framework is set based on three strategies for unveiling novel features:
context features, history features, and divide and conquer. Such framework
was tested on a bank telemarketing problem, materializing the three strate-
gies in novel features: social and economic features, customer lifetime value
features, and specifically optimized inbound telemarketing related features.
The results emphasize the impact on the specific business addressed, with the
prediction performance achieving an increased number of successes, and each
strategy adding benefits to previous model built based on the added features.
The proposed framework transports all features used for the tuned model in
the previous strategy to the next, and then tries to propose novel features
according to the current strategy. In future work, we will adapt the frame-
work to address possible interactions between the newly added features and
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those discarded in previous stages. For instance, the proposed framework could
be compared with another that first adds enriched features and only after the
third strategy it discards the irrelevant input variables. Moreover, the proposed
framework could be applied to on other types of marketing problem domains
to test if the results are consisted with the achieved for the bank telemarketing
case study. An interesting case for applying the proposed framework would be
for profiling online travel agency clients. The three strategies could result in
a more tuned profiling system, considering that social and economic context
highly affect the tourism and hospitality industry, for which a better evalua-
tion of customer behavior could also provide interesting insights materialized
in novel features. Furthermore, online agencies are already conducting tuned
segmentation modeling of customers, with the segments serving as candidates
for splitting the problem in more specific and manageable problems.
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